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Editorial for Special Issue on Human-inspired

Computing

Human-inspired computing is the intelligence computing

model enlightened by human brain intelligence and biolog-

ical processes. It is not only the inheritance and develop-

ment of artificial intelligence, but also from a new point to

understand and grasp the intelligent intrinsic. With the re-

cent advances in cognitive science, we now have the ability

to mine more details of the human brain to obtain valuable

insight about what is happening in the brain. Enlightened

from these new achievements in the brain cognition, sci-

entists have proposed many new theories and algorithms of

human-inspired computing, which have been applied widely

in many fields, such as artificial intelligence, machine learn-

ing and data mining. Human-inspired computing is becom-

ing a significant force to promote science and technology

progress.

The goal of this special issue is to call for a coordinated ef-

fort to understand the opportunities and challenges emerg-

ing in human-inspired computing, identify key tasks and

evaluate the state of the art, showcase innovative method-

ologies and ideas, as well as introduce real systems or ap-

plications, and discuss future directions. Intelligence com-

puting plays an important role in public security, entertain-

ment, healthcare, etc. We solicit manuscripts in the impor-

tant fields of intelligence computing that explore the syn-

ergy of human-inspired computing and deep learning tech-

niques. In the end, six papers are accepted to this special

section.

The first paper, entitled “Why and when can deep-but

not shallow-networks avoid the curse of dimensionality: a

review” from Tomaso Poggio et al., reviewed and extended

an emerging body of theoretical results on deep learning.

By comparing shallow (one-hidden layer) networks with

deep convolutional networks, the authors investigated the

conditions under which deep networks can be exponentially

better than shallow learning. Conclusion was drawn that

deep networks have the theoretical guarantee to avoid the

curse of dimensionality for compositional functions, such as

locality of hierarchy and compositional input-output map-

ping.

The second paper, entitled “Imitating the brain with neu-

rocomputer – a “new” way towards artificial general intelli-

gence” from Tie-Jun Huang proposed a practical approach

to achieve artificial general intelligence by imitating the con-

nection structure of brain to build up neurocomputer, based
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on the imitational philosophy. The authors provided abun-

dant evidence to demonstrate the philosophy that “function

comes from structure”. By trimming the development his-

tory of artificial intelligence, and summarizing the status

and tendency of neurocomputer, the authors investigated

a key problem that why neurocomputer can make artificial

general intelligence come true.

The third paper, entitled “Why deep neural nets cannot

ever match biological intelligence and what to do about it?”

from Danko Nikolić compared the differences between bio-

logical intelligence and artificial intelligent agent in adaptive

capacity based on practopoiesis theory. By calculating the

variety of real life, human agent and artificial agent, the au-

thor analyzed the reason why artificial intelligence (AI) at

present cannot match biological intelligence and gave some

advice to improve it.

The fourth paper, entitled “On the centre of mass motion

in human walking” from Jean-Paul Laumond et al., pro-

posed a new model to estimate the motion of Center of Mass

(CoM). Based on the analysis about observability of hu-

man walking, the authors demonstrated that CoM follows

a curtate cycloid in sagittal plane and then establish a cur-

tate cycloid model to describe this pattern. Compared with

existing approaches, it is a segmentation-free model with

higher accuracy and fewer parameters. Furthermore, this

proposed model potentially becomes an alternative human-

inspired control approach of humanoid robotics.

The fifth paper, entitled “Flexible robotic grasping strat-

egy with constrained region in environment” from Hong

Qiao et al., investigated the brain inspired grasping strat-

egy for dexterous robotic hands. Inspired by the grasping

operation of human, the authors introduced a novel con-

cept of constrained region in environment, which integrates

a bio-inspired co-sensing framework. By utilizing the con-

strained region in environment, the grasping can be effec-

tively accomplished with relatively low-precision sensors for

the robots. The effectiveness of the proposed grasping strat-

egy on constrained region in environment has been demon-

strated on Barrett Hand during experiment.

The sixth paper, entitled “A brain-inspired SLAM sys-

tem based on ORB features” from Huajin Tang et al.,

described a brain-inspired simultaneously localization and

mapping (SLAM) system, dubbed RatSLAM, which is dif-

ferent from the existing RatSLAM system. The proposed

system only uses a simple vector to represent features of vi-

sual image. This paper employs an efficient as well as fast

descriptor method, called ORB, to extract features from

RGB images and has demonstrated the efficacy and robust-
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ness on the dubbed RatSLAM.
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